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ARTC Vision

Ensure rail is an integral, sustainable element of
the nation’s transport logistics network.

ARTC Mission Statement

Through innovation and creative strategies,
satisfy our customers, expand the industry;
provide efficient access, across modes, to the
interstate network; and assist in development of
an integrated national transport logistics network. 
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On behalf of the Board of Directors, I am pleased
to present the 2001/02 Annual Report of the
Australian Rail Track Corporation Ltd. (ARTC).

In the last twelve months, being only the fourth
year of ARTC’s existence, the Corporation
made satisfactory progress in both the finan-
cial and non-financial areas of its business.

The Corporation achieved a return on capital
employed of 7.9% for the twelve months
ended 30 June 2002, and has recommended
an annual dividend of $5.725 million.

During the period under review, ARTC contin-
ued to improve the capacity and operational
flexibility of the interstate rail network under its
control. This has resulted in, for example,
improved transit times, improved service relia-
bility and the potential for operators to improve
their yield through increased axle loads and
longer trains. These improvements, and the
increased rail usage they have stimulated, are
set out in more detail in the Annual Report.

Safety remains paramount at ARTC. The
Corporation is very much aware of the safety
implications of any change to its infrastructure
and operational regime. An important pre-req-
uisite before a capital investment proposal is
endorsed or a material operational change is
implemented, is a thorough, well documented
and formally approved risk assessment of the
project or activity. In the area of occupational
health and safety, ARTC works closely with its
contractors to minimise lost time injuries; even
so, five such incidents were recorded during
the year, a figure which requires improvement.

The rail industry witnessed a significant mile-
stone during the year with the combined sale
of the National Rail and FreightCorp busi-
nesses to the Pacific National rail consortium.
As a result, it is likely that increased rationali-
sation of train services and asset usage will
occur over the next twelve months or so. While
this might well have some adverse impact on
ARTC’s revenues, such efficiency improve-
ments are welcome as they will help to further
strengthen the competitiveness of the
Australian rail industry. 

Of particular significance in May this year was
the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission’s (ACCC) approval of ARTC’s vol-
untary access undertaking for that part of the
interstate rail network under ARTC control. This
was the first ever undertaking to be approved
by the ACCC within the Australian rail industry,
and came only after extensive assessment and
review by the ACCC of submissions from
ARTC, customers and other stakeholders inter-
ested in promoting a competitive and efficient
rail system from coast to coast.

During the year, ARTC invested considerable
time and resources to develop a business pro-
posal to lease nominated land and rail infra-
structure in NSW as part of its interstate net-
work. The Corporation was well supported in
this process by the Commonwealth
Government, resulting in a joint submission of
the proposal to the NSW Government in
June, 2002.
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If successful, the proposal will add in excess of
3,200 route kilometres to the ARTC network
and involve infrastructure investment of more
than $870 million over the first five years of
the lease, with continuing investment there-
after to maintain the asset. It would be a major
undertaking for the Corporation and require
the extension of ARTC’s tight management
processes particularly in the financial, opera-
tional, safety, and rail engineering areas.
Management of the interstate track in NSW is
consistent with ARTC’s charter to provide effi-
cient and seamless access to the Defined
Interstate Rail Network.

At the time of writing, the NSW Government
had not released its decision on the proposal.

ARTC welcomed the announcement by the
Commonwealth Government of the AusLink
plan in May, 2002. The Corporation believes
that AusLink should provide a more integrated
approach to national transport planning and
funding, with projects being considered and
funded on their merits, regardless of the trans-
port mode. 

If this, in fact, occurs and the rail industry can
overcome its historical fragmented approach
to efficiency, safety and environmental
improvements, it just might be possible for the
nation’s long neglect of interstate rail to be
corrected. This would have many benefits for
us all.

Over the past twelve months the Board of
Directors, management and staff of the
Corporation have worked in unison to build
the ARTC into a viable entity on the national
logistics scene. I thank them for their efforts,
and on their behalf I thank ARTC’s customers,
suppliers and shareholders, without whose
support this could not have been done.

B K Murphy
Chairman
Australian Rail Track Corporation Ltd
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Better than anticipated business performance
was experienced during 2001/02 resulting
from a number of positive factors including
continuing strong national economic growth,
continuing growth in rail’s share of intermodal
traffic and record grain harvests in South
Australia and Victoria. 

Increased Network Utilisation

All ARTC corridors showed strong growth in
gross tonne kilometres (GTK) for the year in
excess of national economic growth rates. Rail
continued its market share dominance of the
east - west land transport corridor, rising to
over 80% in May 2002 and averaging 78.9%
for the year. 

GTK over the ARTC network reached their
highest level ever in May 2002 with a total of
2.6 billion GTK being moved, an increase of
8.3% on the corresponding month in 2000/01.
Overall GTK growth for the year was 5.5%,
rising from 27.26 billion GTK in 2000/01 to
28.75 billion GTK in 2001/02. This is the result
of rail’s improved performance brought about
by better overall management, continued
investment and the competition which exists
between operators. 

New South Wales

In September 2001, the Commonwealth
Government and the New South Wales
Government entered into a Heads of
Agreement in relation to ARTC leasing or man-
aging certain rail track in NSW. ARTC has since
devoted significant resources to undertaking a
due diligence exercise with respect to the pro-
posed lease and to developing a business case
for its Board and Shareholders. The Firm
Proposal was submitted to the NSW
Government in June 2002.

The lease arrangement has been developed to
enable a more integrated approach to be
taken with regard to the management of and
investment in the interstate network in order
to deliver to the market, the outcomes envis-
aged by the Interstate Rail Audit carried out
in 2000/01.

ARTC has also continued to work with devel-
opment partners to explore the viability of the
development of the Australian Inland Rail
Expressway (AIRE). 

Integrated Transport Solutions

If rail is to flourish, it must focus not only on the
track it controls, but ensure compatibility with
other parts of the transport logistics chain
including key interfaces. ARTC is committed to
identifying and exploiting new intermodal
opportunities in order to enhance rail’s role and
increase its market share of the transport task. 
This has included:

– working with the Melbourne Port
Corporation on the development of
an extended track within the port
area;

– undertaking a joint assessment with
Transport SA of a proposed
intermodal terminal at Pimba, to
service Roxby Downs;

– working with the Victorian
Department of Infrastructure, Freight
Australia and GrainCorp to develop a
standard gauge grain loop at
Geelong to provide increased
flexibility for movement of grain 
in Victoria. 

Access Undertaking

The approval by the Australian Competition
and Consumer Commission (ACCC) of ARTC’s
voluntary Access Undertaking in May 2002
was a significant step for a national approach
to rail access.

ARTC has undertaken to continue to reduce, in
real terms, access prices for the intermodal rail
market that will greatly assist in attracting
greater market share to rail in the highly com-
petitive transport sector.

Access pricing has fallen by around 10% in real
terms over the last four years, and when com-
bined with increased path utilization made
available to operators has resulted in a
reduced real cost of access to the operators of
around 14% over the same period.
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On 1 January 2002, ARTC increased existing
access pricing by 2.17%, (two-thirds CPI), on all
corridors with the exception of intermodal
flagfall charges between Albury, Melbourne
and Adelaide, and variable charges between
Albury and Melbourne. 

Uniformity of operating standards and safety
systems has been vigorously pursued across
the interstate rail network, including the adop-
tion of uniform reporting and regulatory inter-
face processes in all five jurisdictions in which
ARTC holds safety accreditation.

ARTC has adopted the National Code of
Practice for Operations and Safeworking
and has sought to progressively roll out the
new Code of Practice on the Victorian leased
territory. 

Reliability and Efficiency

The maintenance of service reliability contin-
ues to be central to ARTC strategy. Improved
reliability of rail services is a key market
requirement in order to attract market share,
particularly on North-South corridors. 

For the year 2001/02, ARTC achieved 97.4%
on time exit of those trains commencing their
journey over the ARTC network on schedule
and experiencing no further operator related
delay on route. This represents a 1% improve-
ment on the previous year’s performance and
was achieved despite the significant challenge
presented by changes initiated to the Master
Train Plan aimed at trimming excess capacity in
the timetable.

Since 1998/99, real infrastructure maintenance
costs while maintaining and improving the condi-
tion of the assets, have fallen by 33% from $53.2
million to $35.7 million this year in 2001/02. This
is despite an increase in volumes on the network
of around 12.5% over the same period. 

Emphasis continues to be placed on the devel-
opment of internal management tools to
ensure management continues to have ade-
quate and appropriate information in relation
to the ongoing commercial health and per-
formance of the company. During 2001/02,
ARTC developed, via an external consultancy,
a train planning tool called ViziRail which will
assist train planners to more rapidly meet
changing customer needs for pathing. The
planning tool is currently being used for long
term planning, with a view to roll-out for short
term planning in 2002/03.

During 2001/02, ARTC has continued to build
upon and consolidate the gains it has made
since 1998 in lifting the performance and stan-
dard of the interstate network under its control.
With a rapidly increasing national freight task,
the challenge for ARTC will be to ensure that
these improved service levels are maintained
and improved upon. At the same time it will
remain focussed on enhancing and strengthen-
ing its connections with the rest of Australia’s
transport supply chain to ensure that the vari-
ous elements of the chain can be harmonised
to provide the maximum efficiencies. 

David Marchant
Managing Director
Australian Rail Track Corporation Ltd.
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Increased Shareholder Equity

Since establishment, the value of shareholders’ equity1 has increased by 137%
from $91.8m at establishment to $218m in 2001/02, based on the present value
of future cashflows expected by ARTC.

Increased Profitability

ARTC’s operating profit in 1998/99 was $13.2m. This has increased by 30% to be
$17.2m in 2001/02.

Increased Revenues, Falling Real Access Pricing and
Reduced Unit Access Costs to Users

ARTC revenues have increased by 7.8% from $87.4m in 1998/99 to $94.2m in
2001/02, this is despite the loss of revenues from the Tarcoola to Alice Springs
line in April 2001. Over the same period volume on the network has increased
by 12.5% while access pricing has fallen by around 10% in real terms and the
cost of access to users (measured in cents/GTK) has fallen by 14% in real terms.

Increased Maintenance Efficiency

Since 1998/99, real infrastructure maintenance costs have fallen by 33% from
$53.2m to $35.7m 2201/02. At the same time volumes have increased by
approximately 12.5% and the condition and value of the Corporation’s assets
has been improved. This has been achieved by more a focused, outcome based
maintenance culture, outsourcing of maintenance and the development of
alliance contracting arrangements.

Increased Network Utilisation

In 1998/99, 23.5 billion freight gross tonne kilometres (GTK) operated on the
ARTC network. In 2001/02, a total of 27.3 billion freight GTK were carried over
the network, representing an increase of 16%.

Reduced Speed Restrictions

In 1997, the Australian Transport Council (ATC) identified a market target of
maintaining less than 2% of track under speed restriction. In 1998/99, the aver-
age percentage of ARTC track under speed restriction was around 4% on the
former Australian National network and 26% in Victoria based on ATC standards.
This has been reduced to an average of approximately 0.7% track across the
total ARTC network under speed restriction in 2001/02.

1 Valuation based on independent assessment of present value of future ARTC cashflows and ARTC
weighted average cost of capital. This occurred on establishment in July 1998 and in June 2000.

ARTC Performance Review
1998 to 2002
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Increased Network Capability

After four years, the ARTC network has been upgraded to accommodate axle
loads of 20 tonnes at 115km/h, 21 tonnes at 110km/h and 23 tonnes at 80km/h,
in line with the 1997 ATC objectives. To date the market In 1998, the Victorian
network had a maximum axle load of 19 tonnes (at any speed).

Improved Service Quality

Transit times offered to operators have, on average, fallen by around one and
three quarter hours between Melbourne and Adelaide, and two and a half hours
between Melbourne and Perth. Overall exit performance from the network (all
services) is averaging over 68%, up from 65% in 1999/2000.

Increased Rail Market Share

Rail has significantly increased its share of the land freight market from the east-
ern states to Western Australia rising from 69% in 1997/98 to 79% in 2001/02.
The Sydney/Melbourne - Perth corridors dominate ARTC’s business and are the
corridors over which ARTC has the greatest degree of control over performance.

Network Investment

ARTC’s investment in the network has largely been focused on increasing rail’s
competitive position by improving reliability and transit times, and by improving
access yield, in order to grow volumes and increase network utilization. Major
improvements to the interstate rail network under ARTC’s control since 1998/99
are shown in the table on page 8.
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Network Improvement

North East Line Upgrade (Victoria)
Re-sleepering, shoulder ballast cleaning,
installation of resilient fastenings on all
timber sleepered track.

Crossing Loop Extensions
Loop extensions at selected locations
between Albury and Kalgoorlie.

Victorian Western Line Upgrade
(Geelong to Maroona)

Re-sleepering, rail rectification, improved
drainage, ballast cleaning.

Self Restoring Switches
Replacement with new, more robust
technology at loops on the Trans
Australia Railway.

System Continuity
Pt. Augusta/Stirling North – provision of
new loop, removal of long standing
speed restrictions, safeworking
consolidation.
Dry Creek – 1800m crossing loop,
rationalize track/signaling infrastructure.

Western Line Track Strengthening
(Victoria)

Re-sleepering, improving ballast profile,
drainage improvements, bridgework and
formation stabilisation.

Victorian Safeworking Hotspots
Changes to existing 
safeworking systems.

Safeworking Consolidation
Relocation of all ARTC safeworking
functions to train control centre at
Mile End.

Benefit

Track upgraded to 21t axle load
at 115km/h and 23t at 80km/h.
Improved transit time and
reliability.

Allow crossing of 1800m trains
between Adelaide and
Kalgoorlie and 1500m trains
between Adelaide and Albury.
Increased network capacity
allowing operators to run longer
trains and reduce cost of access.

Track upgraded to ATC
standards – 21t axle load at
115km/h for superfreighters, 23t
at 80km/h for general services.

Improved train speeds and
reliability; reduced transit times.

Improve reliability and control of
several strategic locations
between Adelaide and
Kalgoorlie.
Deliver speed increases through
Pt Augusta (reduced transit
time), increase network capacity.

Sustain ATC standards for axle
loads and speeds and improve
corridor reliability.

Improve ARTC visibility and
control over mainline
interfaces and mitigate ARTC’s
risk exposure.

Improved communications and
reliability.
Single desk interstate corridor
management.





Traffic carried over that part of the interstate rail network controlled by
Australian Rail Track Corporation (ARTC) reached an all time record high in
2001/02. Growth in gross tonne kilometres (GTK) for the year was 5.5%, rising
from 27.26 billion GTK in 2000/01 to 28.75 billion GTK in 2001/02. This follows
an increase of 2.5% in the previous year and 3.5% in 1999/2000. Overall, GTK
carried over the ARTC network have grown by approximately 12% in the last 3
years, a rate in excess of national economic growth.

In May 2002, ARTC achieved its highest monthly total of 2.6 billion GTK. This
was 8.3% higher than for the comparable period in 2000/01 and also eclipsed
the previous record monthly figure of 2.57 billion GTK in November 2001.

A number of business developments contributed to these record traffic levels
including: 

– Continuing strong national economic growth feeding into
strong freight transport market growth;

– General intermodal growth with rail increasing market share on
ARTC’s key east-west corridors. 

– Additional grain traffic in both South Australia and Victoria from
above average grain harvests and including movements from
silo sites in southern New South Wales to Melbourne. 

Improved train path and asset utilisation has been achieved through continued
increases in average train length on major corridors. Between Adelaide and
Melbourne (average length 1153 metres/ maximum 1500 metres) this grew by
5.0% in 2001/02, and by 7.5% between Port Augusta and Kalgoorlie (average
length 1536 metres/ maximum 1800 metres). Load densities (gross tonnes per
train metre) on these corridors rose by 2.5% and 1.5% respectively, reflecting
improved train loadings.

Market Indicators
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Real Access Revenue Yield Improvement (cents/GTK) 

Operators of premium superfreighter services (over the ARTC owned territory)
achieved a reduction in real cost of access revenue yield of 6.5% for 2001/02,
and have benefitted from a 20% reduction in the last 5 years. This has resulted
from real reductions in access pricing, and more efficient utilization of train paths
made available through investment in the network and by safely extending his-
torical engineering constraints.

Continued Growth 

Solid growth occured on all corridors during 2001/02. Despite the generally
poor historical market share on the Melbourne to Sydney corridor, there was
some indication towards the end of the year of stronger growth in intermodal
volumes on this corridor.

Melbourne to Albury recorded GTK growth of 4.52% after a decline in the pre-
vious year, while GTKs between Melbourne and Adelaide and Crystal Brook and
Broken Hill grew by 7.44% and 8.22% respectively.

Once again the East West corridor proved an outstanding success carrying 7 mil-
lion gross tonnes of freight between the eastern states, Adelaide and Western
Australia, an increase of 8.2% on the previous year. The corridor also showed
continued market share improvement with the share of east to west land freight
up to 78.9% in 2001/02 from 77.2% in the previous year, peaking at over 80% in
May 2002.

Westbound tonnages were up by 6.5% and eastbound increased by 11.6%,
bringing about increases of 11.6% and 23% respectively over last 3 years.
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Market Indicators
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Market Indicators

Future Outlook

Operators are continuing to extract yield improvement benefits, thereby
reducing their operating costs and improving asset utilisation. The wider mar-
ketplace is beginning to acknowledge the benefits that competition and net-
work improvements are delivering in reducing transport costs and improving
transit times.

A number of third party rail users are developing integrated transport solutions
through the creation of road/ rail interfaces with the ARTC network. A degree of
re-adjustment within the road transport industry in regard to improved regulatory
compliance and changing social attitudes appears to be benefiting the rail market.
These new developments and the general increase in intermodal growth are likely
to soften any negative effect on tonnages caused by the developing drought. 

Increasing use of sea freight continues to hinder growth in the rail market.
Significantly increased volumes over last few years by foreign flagged shipping
using single and continuous voyage permits, and benefiting from the ability to
offer marginal pricing, continues to threaten and affect rail operators in the non-
time sensitive market. Significant growth in container movements by sea
between the eastern states and Western Australia is now evident.



Access Undertaking

In May 2002, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission accepted
a voluntary Access Undertaking for the ARTC network submitted by ARTC in
February 2001. The Access Undertaking has a term of five years and provides
both ARTC and access seekers with a balanced framework for the effective
negotiation of access to the ARTC network.

As a condition of the undertaking ARTC has made available significant technical
and commercial information on its website to enable access seekers to facilitate
effective access negotiation. 

ARTC will negotiate access to the network with any party meeting certain regu-
latory and prudential requirements. An Indicative Access Agreement is available
to access seekers and is included in the Undertaking. The ACCC will act as the
arbitrator for any disputes.

Access pricing will be set so that revenue from any ARTC pricing segment falls
between prescribed floor and ceiling limits based on ARTC costs and risk pro-
file. Indicative access prices are available to any access seeker operating indica-
tive services. ARTC will manage the transit of services on the network in accor-
dance with approved network management principles and will periodically
report on its website, performance with respect to service reliability, transit time,
track condition and unit costs.

National Code of Practice

The National Code of Practice was extended from the South Australian border
to Dimboola (Victoria) on 3 December 2001. This removed another small ‘break
of gauge’ where Dimboola train crews had previously had to use two rule books
for their regular journey between Dimboola and Adelaide.

ARTC is currently working with the Victorian Regulator, and rail industry stake-
holders, on extension of the National Code of Practice across the remainder of
the interstate main line in Victoria. This action brings the National Code into
close proximity to Melbourne metropolitan operations, and has raised some
concern in Victoria about procedural interfaces, and the operation of two rule
books within Victoria. However, when complete, it will extend the operation of
the National Code to cover approximately another 750 kilometres of main line
track.

ARTC has also concluded a license agreement with the Commonwealth for the
National Code, which will allow its publication on ARTC’s website and access by
registered clients.

The Year in Review
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Reliability

A total of 12,040 scheduled services operated over the ARTC network during
2001/02, an increase of 4.86% on the previous year.

Of these services, 6,764 commenced their journey over the ARTC network on
schedule and were classified as healthy trains. For the year under review, 97.40%
of healthy trains exited the ARTC network on time, an improvement of over 1%
on the previous year’s performance. 

For unhealthy trains, that is those services that entered the network behind
schedule or suffered operator related delays en route, 96.90% suffered no fur-
ther delay while on the ARTC network and 31.30% recovered sufficient time to
exit the network on schedule. Below rail causes only accounted 5.76% of the
total delays encountered by all services during the year.

The combined percentage for all services departing the ARTC network on time
for 2001/02 was 68.50% which is below the ARTC target of 75% for all services.
A high of 78.3% was achieved in February 2002, but a number of external oper-
ational difficulties resulting from the integration of the former National Rail and
FreightCorp businesses impacted upon performance in the following months.

The Year in Review
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Master Train Plan Review

ARTC, in conjunction with WestNet Rail, Rail Infrastructure Corporation and rail
operators, have developed a process for all parties to review the national master
train plans (Brisbane to Perth) on a six monthly basis. This process aims to achieve
a regular and consistent approach to train planning on a national basis in order
to continuously improve the competitiveness and flexibility of rail transport.

Following the sale of National Rail Corporation and FreightCorp in February
2002, ARTC worked closely with the new owner, Pacific National, to provide
train paths requested as part of their national rationalisation plan. From ARTC’s
perspective this included the removal of paths no longer required and the addi-
tion of new train paths to the list of Pacific National contracted services. 

The rationalisation of these train paths provided further flexibility to ARTC to
enhance overall use of existing capacity through improved train transit times,
service delivery and utilisation of terminal dwell times.

ARTC will continue to work with all rail operators and rail access authorities to con-
tinue the process of regular reviews of the national master train plan in an effort to
provide opportunities to improve both interstate and intrastate rail traffic.

Future master train plan reviews are proposed for September 2002, that will
include a number of additional train services for the end of year freight task, and
April 2003, that will incorporate extensive alterations to interstate passenger
services with work already being undertaken on these future train plans.

Victorian Hot Spots Upgrade 

During 2001/02 as part of ARTC's commitment to improve safety and the per-
formance of the network, a program of signal upgrading at specific locations on
the Melbourne to Adelaide corridor was undertaken. These upgrades sought to
improve the previously manual interfaces at a number of locations, while at the
same time improve speeds and reliability. This now ensures that for the majority
of the ARTC managed track, unauthorised operation of points and signals can
no longer occur without direct control of the ARTC Train Controller.

In May 2002, Centralised Traffic Control (CTC) signalling was commissioned
between Pyrenees and Maroona as part of ARTC's commitment to improve safety
and capacity on the ARTC network. All mechanical signalling at Maroona was
withdrawn from service and Maroona is now remotely controlled from the ARTC
Train Control Centre. Significant realignment and remodeling of the junction at
Maroona has allowed speeds to be lifted to 90 km/h on the ARTC mainline.

As part of the Hot Spots programme, ARTC is project managing the standard
gauge access to the North Geelong Grain Loop on behalf of the Department of
Infrastructure in Victoria. The project is being funded in partnership between
ARTC, the Victorian Government and Graincorp. The first stage has been com-
pleted which allows standard gauge grain movements access to the North
Geelong grain facility, while as a separate project an additional crossing loop

The Year in Review
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capable of holding 1500 metre trains will be commissioned at nearby Laverton
during the second half of 2002. It is anticipated that CTC signalling will be in
operation between Newport and Gheringhap early in 2003.

Improving Network Capacity and Performance

During the year, specific works have been carried out at select locations across
the ARTC network to improve the reliability and performance of the network. 

The ARTC controlled Dry Creek to Gillman port connector forms an important
part of the metropolitan rail network in Adelaide, providing a link from the main
terminals at Islington and Dry Creek to the port and export grain facilities at Port
Adelaide and Outer Harbor. Re-railing of the track, drainage works and realign-
ment of a major curve was undertaken to improve the reliability of the link and
allow track speeds to be raised to 60 km/h. As well as benefiting train operators,
motorists have also benefitted from reduced waiting times at a number of level
crossings in the area.

A System Continuity project was undertaken at Dry Creek to provide a new 1800
metre crossing loop in the Adelaide metropolitan area along with signalling
improvements and track rationalisation to improve the operational interfaces
with TransAdelaide and Australia Southern Railroad trackage.

A second similar project in the Port Augusta area was also completed during
2001/02 which saw the provision of a new 1800 metre crossing loop, upgrading
of both the passenger loop and crossing loop through re-sleepering and re-rail-
ing, and local signalling consolidation to the ARTC Train Control Centre.
Following an extensive community education program, this project has allowed
the raising of the mainline track speed through Port Augusta to 70km/h.
Previously track speeds in the area have been as low 20km/h. 

In November 2001 a new 1500 metre crossing loop was commissioned at Mount
Barker Junction in the Adelaide Hills. The project, which cost $2.7 million and
involved new and upgraded signalling associated with the new loop, provides
additional opportunities for the crossing of 1500 metre trains on a congested
section of the Melbourne to Adelaide corridor.

Speed Restrictions

Speed restrictions across the ARTC network in Victoria, South Australia and
Western Australia, remain at historical lows and have remained below the Australian
Transport Council target for the interstate network of 2%, since June 1999.

In Victoria, since ARTC took over the lease and management of the interstate
track in July 1998, a program of track upgrading and engineering re-evaluation
has seen speed restrictions reduced from a high of 28% to as low as 0.2%, or just
over 5 kilometres of interstate track. 

The Year in Review
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As of May 2002, across the ARTC combined network only 38.36 kilometres,or
1.07%, of track were speed restricted out of a total network of 3625.9 kilometres.

The reduction in the percentage of the network under speed restrictions com-
bined with the extensive ARTC upgrades in recent years has ensured that train
operators can obtain the maximum benefits from reduced transit times on the
major ARTC interstate corridors. 

Corporate Governance
Corporate Governance is an important focus within the corporation from the
Board level to the individual employee. The Corporate Governance processes
encompass authority, accountability, stewardship, leadership, direction and con-
trol within the corporation.

The key elements include;

– transparency of corporate structures and operation

– implementation of effective risk management and internal
control systems

– accountability of the Board to Shareholders through clear,
accurate and timely disclosure

– ongoing improvement and review processes.

ARTC policies and procedures support the above key elements.

The Year in Review
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Rail Safety Management

ARTC maintains a documented Safety Management System (SMS), as required
by the conditions of its safety accreditation in each State. The SMS is subjected
to regular internal and external audit, and is designed to ensure both the ongo-
ing quality of our internal safety processes and the appropriateness of our safety
interface management processes with external stakeholders.

ARTC's Safety Committee, chaired by the Managing Director and composed of
the members of the Executive Committee and representatives of the Safety
Group, meet on at least a monthly basis to review developments in safety man-
agement, proposals for change and the associated risk analysis, outcomes of
investigations and the ongoing effectiveness of the SMS. 

All proposals that involve a change to the SMS, the standards in use or the con-
figuration of the network are referred to the Safety Committee for endorsement
prior to execution.  Where the change is material (determined by reference to
the perceived worst case consequence of an incident related to the change)
then the submission to the Safety Committee must be accompanied by a
detailed risk assessment. Risk assessments are conducted using the principles of
AS/NZS4360. 

Rail Safety

During 2001/02 there were no accidental deaths or serious injuries attributable
to ARTC within its jurisdiction. ARTC’s maintains a high level of incident investi-
gation with subsequent recommendations being used to improve existing ARTC
systems and processes.

ARTC’s approach includes cooperation with operators, mutual acceptance of
responsibility for safety issues and their resolution, and application of risk man-
agement principles.

Good relationships are being maintained with all Rail Safety Regulators, and all
appropriate regulatory requirements were fulfilled. 

Safety and Risk Management



Occupational Health and Safety 

The principal focus of ARTC’s occupational health and safety (OH&S) practice is
the prevention of work-related injuries and diseases. ARTC is covered by federal
workers’ compensation legislation and associated regulations, specifically the
Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1998 and the Occupational Health
and Safety (Commonwealth Employment) Act 1991.

ARTC’s OH&S policies and procedures are promoted throughout the Corporation
to all employees and contractors. The Corporation monitors the occupational
health and safety of ARTC’s employees and contractors very closely.

During the past twelve months, there were no lost time injuries to ARTC employ-
ees and five to contractors.

While ARTC does not view any workplace injury as acceptable, the Serious Injury
Frequency Rate (SIFR = a combination of Medical Treatment Injury and normal-
ized per 1,000,000 man-hours) experienced by ARTC’s contractors is, in general,
considerably lower than that of other organizations in the Australian rail industry.

The SIF Rates are reviewed monthly by ARTC and its contractors with a focus on
achieving a zero injury rate through addressing specific safety issues, appropri-
ate training and improved work practices.

Risk Management Processes

ARTC’s approach to risk management is based on AS/NZS 4360 – Risk
Management. This standard includes within the risk management framework the
following;

– A written Risk Management Policy and register of business and
operational risks. The risk register is maintained and reviewed
regularly to monitor the continuing appropriateness of the risk
control systems in place.

– All critical decisions, changes and incidents are subject to a risk
assessment. This ensures that risks are identified, analysed,
evaluated and prioritised, mitigated and monitored to ensure
informed decision making and appropriate risk management.

Risk Financing

With the significant hardening of the insurance market in the last two years,
ARTC has initiated an industry-wide review of risk financing options, with a view
to introducing a more cooperative approach by the rail industry.

Anticipated benefits to the rail industry include reduced premiums and self-
insured retentions (deductibles), enhanced market availability to new rail
entrants and smaller operators, and a streamlined dispute resolution and risk
management process to facilitate more timely compensation for losses.

Safety and Risk Management
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Due to the vast expanse and remoteness of the network, ARTC has continued to
concentrate on preventative detection systems rather than reactive systems (hot-
box detectors), so as to give operators time to remove poorly performing rolling
stock from service before failure, and thereby minimising interruption to services.

With the support of the Wayside Steering Committee, ARTC has invested in a
range of wayside systems. To date this includes three Wheel Condition Monitors
(WCM) and one Rail Bearing Acoustic Monitor (RailBAM). Both the WCM and
RailBAM systems monitor rolling stock operating bi-directionally over them at
speeds from 30 km/h to 130 km/h.

Wheel Condition Monitoring (WCM) Systems

The Wheel Condition Monitors have been installed at three strategic locations,
Lara (Victoria), Port Germein (South Australia) and Parkeston (Western Australia)
thereby monitoring the majority of the traffic over the network. 

These provide train operators with the ability to quickly and accurately monitor
the condition monitoring of wheelsets on both wagons and locomotives, identi-
fying wheels with defects such as spalls, skids, scale build up, or out of round-
ness, as well as multiple defects on a wheel tread.

A significant improvement of the wheel condition and a reduction of impacts
have been obtained since the implementation of the WCM systems. The graph
below shows the improvement in wheel tread condition, plotting the percentage
of trains with wheel defects producing impact forces 2.5 times that of the static
wheel load.

ARTC Wayside Detection Systems 
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ARTC Wayside Detection Systems 

There are significant benefits to be obtained through the monitoring and
removal of defective wheels, including:

– Reduced number of rolling stock component failures and
subsequent impact on the infrastructure.

– Most wheel defects increase in severity over time, and therefore
increase the amount of material to be removed to repair the
wheel tread.

– Results have shown that wheels adjacent to those with defects
have a high potential to also develop a wheel defect.

– Wheel impacts can lead to bearing defects.

Rail Acoustic Bearing (RailBAM) System

The RailBAM has been developed and designed to detect and report bearing
faults on rolling stock at operating speeds, such as:

– Spalls, corrosion or etching on the cones, cups, and rollers.

– Brinelling and indentations.

– Loose components, fretting and loss of clamp force

To date approximately 700,000 rail bearings have been analysed by the RailBAM
monitoring system. 

Since the implementation of RailBAM the number of bearing faults operating
over the ARTC network has reduced significantly as operators remove identified
bearing faults from operation. 

The WCM and RailBAM Wayside Detection Systems have proved to be of sig-
nificant benefit to train operators by providing real time data that allows more
informed operational and maintenance decisions. Since the introduction of the
wayside systems, the ARTC network has seen a significant decrease in the
number of wheel and bearing related derailments.

ARTC will continue to further develop the existing systems with its suppliers
and this will include interfacing the WCM and RailBAM systems to produce
composite alarm levels for wheels with both wheel and bearing defects.
Further development of these and other wayside monitoring systems will con-
tinue to improve operation reliability, safety and provide operator cost savings
and reduced infrastructure damage. 



First Quarter Second Quarter

Total Number of Services1 3038 3084
Total Healthy Services 1606 52.86% 1839 59.63%

Total Unhealthy Services 1413 46.51% 1221 39.59%

Total Services affected by Force Majeure 19 0.63% 24 0.78%

Ontime exit of healthy services 1558 97.00% 1797 97.70%

Ontime exit of unhealthy services 432 30.60% 387 32.80%

Undeteriorated unhealthy services 1369 97.00% 1166 98.30%

Services entering within tolerance 2071 68.17% 2239 72.60%

Services exiting within tolerance 1990 65.70% 2184 71.40%

Services exited within one hour 2766 91.05% 2683 87.00%

Total Delays (minutes) 133256 116809

Below rail delays (minutes) 8118 6.09% 4943 4.23%

Track 2474 30.48% 538 10.88%

Signals and Communications 3954 48.71% 2441 49.38%

Train Management 553 6.81% 501 10.14%

Other 1137 14.01% 1463 29.60%

Above Rail Delays (minutes) 123023 92.32% 107805 92.29%

Late Arrivals 72871 59.23% 61019 56.60%

Yard 4291 3.49% 3250 3.01%

Personnel 1311 1.07% 1793 1.66%

Locomotives 4008 3.26% 5333 4.95%

Rollingstock 2266 1.84% 1699 1.58%

Other 38276 31.11% 34711 32.20%

Force Majeure Delays (minutes) 2115 1.59% 4061 3.48%

Kilometres of Track 3,625.9 3,625.9
Track under Speed Restriction -Total 30.74 0.85% 23.95 0.66%

Track under Speed Restriction - Maintenance 9.77 0.27% 9.41 0.26%

Track Quality Index
- ARTC Owned Network 22.3 23.1

Track Quality Index2

- Victorian Network 32.5 32.2
Note 1: Does not include unscheduled services e.g. grain trains.

Note 2: The higher the TQI the poorer the track quality.
In Victoria the TQI is higher than elsewhere on the network due to the effect of timber sleepers on the track quality.

Key Performance Indicators 2001/02
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Third Quarter Fourth Quarter Total

2996 2922 12040
1873 62.52% 1446 49.49% 6764 56.18%

1098 36.65% 1446 49.49% 5178 43.01%

25 0.83% 30 1.03% 98 0.81%

1820 97.20% 1409 97.40% 6584 97.40%

392 35.70% 395 27.30% 1606 31.30%

1056 96.20% 1394 96.40% 4985 96.90%

2267 75.67% 1946 66.60% 8523 70.70%

2212 74.50% 1804 62.40% 8190 68.50%

2668 89.05% 2376 81.31% 10493 87.15%

114994 149960 515019

7449 6.48% 9131 6.09% 29641 5.76%

2074 27.84% 1511 16.55% 6597 22.26%

3654 49.05% 5020 54.98% 15069 50.84%

860 11.55% 1046 11.46% 2960 9.99%

861 11.56% 1554 17.02% 5015 16.92%

92540 80.47% 136972 91.34% 460340 89.38%

53690 58.02% 72906 53.23% 260486 56.59%

3670 3.97% 4402 3.21% 15613 3.39%

1197 1.29% 2387 1.74% 6688 1.45%

4924 5.32% 7199 5.26% 21464 4.66%

1719 1.86% 3264 2.38% 8948 1.94%

27340 29.54% 46814 34.18% 147141 31.96%

15005 13.05% 3857 2.57% 25038 4.86%

3,625.9 3,625.9 3,625.9
31.1 0.86% 36.95 1.02% 33.935 0.94%

25.27 0.70% 21.9 0.60% 19.71 0.54%

23.4 22.4 22.8

33.1 31.9 32.4

.

Key Performance Indicators 2001/02
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